DATE: 10/7/2021 10:27 AM

SUBJECT: New RealSource eCatalog - Genesee Scientific

Dear RealSource Users,

Procurement Services has deployed a new eCatalog with Genesee Scientific, a manufacturer and distributor of scientific supplies to global life science research markets. Genesee Scientific provides a wide-variety of products to universities, colleges, medical research institutions, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, hospitals, and laboratories.

This brings the count of RealSource eCatalogs to 34. RealSource eCatalogs allow departments to easily purchase and pay for a wide-variety of competitively priced supplies. Some eCatalog vendors also offer early payment discounts and other incentives for orders placed through the RealSource tool.

If you have questions about RealSource, please email Procurement Services at RealSource@vcu.edu.